DISGRACE, ABOUNDING
on charm like a tap. They could disarm Satan-himself with that
friendly smile. But I should be reluctant to fall into their hands if I
were a Slovak or a Croat. Indeed, some very unpleasant things
happened in the first days of their occupation of the ceded territory.
At last it was-all over, and Dr, Hacha drove up the hill and Dr.
Franz Chvalkovsky, who had been Czechoslovak Minister at the
three corners of the anti-Comintern triangle, Berlin, Rome and
Tokyo, and had long warned against implicit reliance on France
and England, became Foreign Minister, and the new Prime *
Minister, Rudolf Beran, an old enemy of Benesh, in his first
national broadcast stated that, after Munich, Germany was
obviously dominant in Europe, that it would be foolish and
disastrous to ignore this, and that Czecho-Slovakia, for the sake of
her present and future generations, would plump for 'open
collaboration with our mightiest neighbour'. Beran's newspaper,
Venkov, stoutly supported Germany's claim for colonies — those
colonies which free Czechoslovakia would have fought to help
England retain.
Czechoslovakia returned, perforce, and after a thousand years,
to the policy of Prince Wenceslas.
Here let me give you a glimpse of the enormously superior
position, in tactics and strategy, that Hitler held during the Great
Power manoeuvres that led to the subjugation of Czechoslovakia*
When the crisis was approaching its climax Benesh was in
frequent telephonic communication with his Ministers in London
and Paris, Masaryk and Osusky. It is now known for certain that
every word he said was recorded on gramophone records in Ger-
many; The international cable* was tapped on German territory.
Later Hitler, thanking German journalists at Munich for their col-
laboration in the. great crisis, lifted a corner of the veil. He knew,
he told them, everything that passed between JJenesh and London,
Benesh and Paris. When he heard Benesh one day express mis-
^givings about the French attitude, he gave the order for the
German Press 'to turn on the drumfire'. When he heard Benesh,
on another day* express still greater misgivings about the attitude
of the French, he ordered 'the drumfire to be increased5-
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